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One out of
every six
American
women has
been the
victim of an
attempted
or completed
rape in her
lifetime
(14.8%
completed
rape; 2.8%
attempted
rape).
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hanks to the Oscar winning
film Spotlight directed by
Tom McCarthy, audiences
worldwide in 2015 were re-exposed
to an important ongoing issue: child
molestation in the Roman Catholic
church.
Accusations of such cases became
highly publicized in the 1990s, primarily in Ireland, Canada and the
United States, but according to the
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops,
many thousands have gone unnoticed.
Well over 16,000 people claimed to
have been affected by sexual assault
in the church as early as the 1950s,
and it is predicted that thousands

corruption.
more cases went overlooked even
centuries prior.
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on a team of
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mitting child moMany bishops have
team,” worklestation since
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ing for the
the mid 1990s.
reassigning the acBoston Globe
The team found
cused to other parishes,
highly conin 2001. The
where the same crimes
cealed records
team is chalcan easily be commitof G eog han’s
lenged to inted.
vestigate recrimes, which allowed him conported cases of
tinue in clerical
sexual abuse
of children in the Roman Catholic
occupations for 34 years.
According to the Boston Globe,
church, and the evidence they
discover brings forward profound
Geoghan’s attorney, Wilson D.
moral injustices and obvious legal
Rogers Jr., was a central contribu-

tor to the ongoing
continuously asserte
reassignments were
and safe” environm
nately, the number
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Youth must be educated on assault, co
Approximately
every
out of

sexual
assaults
are
committed
by someone
known
to the
victim

consent and when and where sex
is appropriate.
Business Manager
California was the first state
s celebrities and docu- in 2015 to mandate that all high
mentaries come out with school sex education classes teach
stories of sexual assault, about consent.
The fact that this very importhe realities of campus sexual assault
have only become more obvious and tant lesson has been ignored in
public schools only adds to the
horrifying.
People around the globe see Amer- importance of it being taught to all
students now.
ica as a safe haven, a
When conplace to find freedom
sent and sexual
and gain an education.
Of course, the assault are not
For many men and
harshest
reality clearly underwomen though, this
of
sexual
assault
stood, the result
education comes with
is how it will con- can be detria price.
Women enrolled in tinue to happen mental.
Consent is
college in the United unless we begin
States are three times to learn about it the most important, yet most
as likely to be sexually differently.
misunderstood,
assaulted than women
part of sex.
in general.
32 percent of college men say
Male college students are 78 percent more likely to be sexually as- they would “have intentions to
saulted while attending school than force a woman to have sexual
intercourse, if nobody would
those who are not.
Only 20 percent of assualted stu- ever know and there would be
dents will ever report their crime to no consequences,” while only
13.6 percent of those men say
the police, according to RAINN.
Of course, the harshest reality of they would “have any intentions
sexual assault is how it will continue to rape a woman” according to a
to happen unless we begin to learn study published in Violence and
Gender magazine.
about it differently.
This disproportionate statistic
Teaching about consent and sexual
shows
the massive divide in unassault from an early age is the best
way to combat misconceptions about derstanding what rape and consent
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marginalizing what has happened to
Us.” Using celebrit
them and making it harder for them
from funny to somb
to come forward.
is another effort to h
Rape culture has made its way
lege age students o
into the public consciousness after
consent.
important figures such as Lady
These celebrites
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inform the public, b
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and show that anyon
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86%

56%

think sexual assault is a problem
prevalent in the U.S.

our society
shames victims
of sexual assault.
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bishops have kept crimes classified, re- inability to make eye contact. Rape
assigning the accused to other parishes, trauma syndrome and post-traumatwhere the same crimes can easily be ic stress disorder are often results
of sexual abuse, as
committed.
well as social anxiety,
So what
depression, obsessiveis the result
Rape trauma syndrome and
compulsive disorder
of these sexpost-traumatic stress disorder
and eating disorders.
ual assaults?
are often results of sexual
Watching this movThe Spotabuse, as well as social anxiie,
the viewer may exlight movie
ety, depression, obsessiveperience one of several
elaborately
compulsive disorder and eatreactions. First off, the
displays the
ing disorders.
director’s realistic apemotional
proach shows an abconsequencsence of government
es for vicintervention in the
tims of these
violations. During interviews with the cases, leaving the watcher lacking
Spotlight team, interviewees show clear closure. They might also feel some
evidence of trauma as they think back anger towards the Boston Globe
to their assaults—shakiness, angst and itself from not covering such crucial

story any earlier, although it seems
one of the producer’s intentions
was to display the imperfections
of the Globe, and any other newspaper for that matter. The ending
of the movie is arguably the most
moving part; a list of locations is
placed on the screen, each corresponding with a church related
rape crime.
Spotlight is truly something a
viewer must experience for them.
To actually acknowledge an important topic is far easier said
than done, but McCarthy allows
audiences to experience these
issues secondhand through welltold stories, new perspectives and
impassioned scenes, all without
leaving their seat.

Internet is major meduim for sexual abuse
adult about it and maybe take responsibility for their own actions
Associate Editor
instead of blaming it on someone
else,” Nicole Verboncoeur (11)
ocial media is a said. “Everyone loves to play the
double edged sword. blame game, but there comes a
While it can provide point in life where you have to be
positive connections the adult.”
between individuals
Consent is blurred in the shockand communities, a lingering side ing abundance of inappropriate
effect remains; the enabling of Facebook comments.
sexual abuse.
Counselor Cori Akers feels the
The combination of the seeming anonymous factor plays a large
anonymity and ubiquity of technol- role in online abuse.
ogy makes it an unfortunate “safe
“People feel much more comhaven” for this abuse. Victims are fortable being verbally abusive
often unable to escape their abusers. to someone when they can do it
Whether it is sexual harassment behind the monitor,” Akers said.
in the form of cyberbullying, threats
Not only is blaming victims the
of spreading compromising media norm, but the legal system regularor even constant
ly fails these
requests for navictims.
ked pictures,
In a 2013
People feel much more study consociety fosters
a culture of ac- comfortable being ver- ducted by
cepted abuse on
bally abusive to some- the National
the internet.
Institute of
Social media one when they can do it Justice, 86
often is used as a behind the monitor,
percent of
platform for the
adult sexual
-Cori
Akers
(Guidance)
encouragement
assaults that
of rape culture.
are reported
Marshall
to the police
University defail to be
fines rape culture as “an environ- passed to prosecutors for conment in which rape is prevalent and sideration.
in which sexual violence against
Our society not only encourwomen is normalized and excused ages this culture on social media,
in the media and popular culture.”
but has little legal backup.
An example of this would be
“I feel like it is more society’s
the infamous, “they were asking fault for [a victim] not pressing
for it,” comment based on clothing charges,” Nikki Dallas (11) said.
or behavior.
“[More school involvement] could
“If [the aggressor] is unable to help stop internet sexual assault
control themself in that sort of situ- if there are bigger consequences
ation they should grow up, be an against it.”
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SECONDS,
ANOTHER AMERICAN

sexually
IS assaulted

{ {
VICTIMS OF
SEXUAL ASSAULT
ARE:

3 times more likely to
suffer from depression.

6 times more likely to
suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder.
13 times more likely to
abuse alcohol.

81 STUDENTS AT OHS:

48%

know someone who
has ever been sexually assaulted.

10%

are victims of
sexual assault.

26 times more likely to
abuse drugs.
4 times more likely to
contemplate suicide.

